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Would you like a low-cost, risk-free way to hire candidates who are returning to the work force?
As the unemployment rate continues to drop, and the pool of currently employed, highly-qualified 
candidates shrinks, JobGiraffe meets many outstanding individuals - people that can truly make a 
difference within your organization - who are returning from the military, reentering the workforce, 
changing careers or moving up from part-time or temporary work arrangements. These candidates are 
committed and ready to work now!

Unfortunately, many hiring managers (maybe even you yourself) will frequently ‘pass’ on their resumes 
because they are not currently holding a full time “office” position.

This summer, JobGiraffe is offering a unique way to help these great candidates get back to work!

Here’s how:
This summer, choose any JobGiraffe candidate who is returning to full-time office work. These 
candidates include, but are not limited to:

•	 Vets	returning	to	civilian	life	after	active	duty	and/or	active	reserve	status

•	 Moms	or	dads	returning	to	full-time	work	after	raising	kids

•	 Caregivers	returning	to	full-time	work	after	staying	home	to	assist	elderly	or	ailing	loved-ones

•	 Candidates	looking	to	change	careers	(from	retail,	medical,	education,	etc.)

•	 Part-timers	now	seeking	full-time	employment

•	 Temporary	workers	now	seeking	direct	hire	opportunities

Interview and select any ‘back to work’ candidate to temp in your office for three or more weeks. You will 
pay the hourly ‘temp’ bill rate for any hours worked, and should you chose to hire the candidate by the 
end of their fourth week on assignment, THERE WILL BE NO FEE DUE!  

All “Back to Work Special” candidates have undergone the same rigorous sourcing, screening, 
interviewing, skill testing, reference checking and background checking as JobGiraffe’s full-fee 
candidates, and you will also receive the same 100% satisfaction guarantee.

This is a WIN WIN for all! Our candidate gets to prove their skills and abilities, and you and your firm have 
the opportunity to “try them out” for a month. And, should you choose not to hire, the temp assignment can 
continue or be ended at any time with no hiring, termination or unemployment costs incurred.

This offer is only good through August 31, 2016.
Be sure to take advantage of this limited-time special and call your JobGiraffe consultant today!

The JobGiraffe® Back to Work Special!


